TOP 10 THINGS TO DO
IN KATANNING
From breathtaking landscapes and
awe-inducing natural attractions,
to authentic cultural experiences and
down-to-earth characters who exude plenty
of country charm – find them all in the
RV-friendly town of Katanning.
Situated in the heart of Western Australia’s
Great Southern region, three hours
southeast of Perth, Katanning has plenty to
offer the modern-day explorer.
For the best outback adventure,
don’t pass on these top 10 things to do
in Katanning.
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Street art and large-scale murals
From the town’s founding father to long-neck
turtles and Arabic scriptures – discover a series
of colourful artworks painted on walls and
electric transformer boxes in and around town.

Katanning’s Sheep Saleyards
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Visit the Southern Hemisphere’s largest
undercover sheep saleyards on a Tuesday
afternoon or Wednesday morning for a unique
insight into the region’s agricultural industry.
Don’t miss: Enjoying a meal with local farmers
at the saleyards canteen on Tuesday evenings.
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Katanning is home to a number of wildflower
species that cannot be found anywhere else
in the world, including vibrant yellow Acacias
and delicate orchids. Spot these beautiful
delicacies in full bloom during spring.
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Blooming Wildflowers

Under the Milky Way
Watch clear blue skies turn into a kaleidoscope
of colour at sunset, then transform into a rich
tapestry of twinkling stars at night, from various
vantage points in and around town.

Katanning’s Harmony Festival
Feast on the best of street food delights,
including (arguably) the best satay in the state,
while connecting with a multitude of cultures
through music, dance and live performance,
during this family friendly annual festival held
in March.

All Ages Playground
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Built with big and little kids in mind, this iconic
– and free – playground features sky scraping
slides, giant seesaws and heaps of thrilling
rides. Around the corner you’ll also find a skate
park, BMX track and miniature railway.
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Travel down the Horsepower Highway,
a 75km self-drive trail that will lead you past
vintage and quirky tractors, through stunning
farmlands and on to the iconic Stirling Range
National Park.
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Did you know there are more than 100
heritage-listed buildings and sites in
Katanning? From churches to homesteads
– these places offer insight into a town that
claims to be home to many of WA’s firsts.
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One of the best ways to experience Katanning’s
melting pot of culture is on the palate. Head
out to one of the town’s restaurants and cafes
and taste authentic Malay, South African,
Vietnamese, Karen and other cuisines.
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The Horsepower Highway

Heritage-listed sites

Global cuisine

The Stirling Range and Porongurup
National Parks
Find rugged cliff peaks surrounded by soft,
fluffy clouds, to towering Eucalypt trees that
lead to giant granite mounds, just a hop, skip
and jump away from town.

